Movie, “Red All Over” is being shot in Houston’s 5th Ward
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
(Houston, TX – January 31, 2014) --- Houston native and rapper “Slim Thug,” (Stayve Jerome
Thomas) is starring in a new film entitled, “Red All Over.” The movie is being shot in parts of Houston’s
5th Ward neighborhood for the next two weeks. Joining the local rapper is actor Victor Love, best
known for “Native Son,” with Oprah Winfrey and actress, Donna Biscoe, who plays Elizabeth, on the hit
TV show “Nashville.”
Today, Friday, January 31, 2014, the crew will be filming off Lyons Avenue near Pleasant Hill
Baptist Church. Media will have access from noon to 2pm.
The movie focuses on the life of Red Wright, played by Aaron Harris, best known for the “Vampire
Diaries.” Red is a 15 year old boy who is on his way to self-destruction. His hard-knock life is filled with
problems due to his neglectful parents and a relentless school bully who won’t back down. Despite the
comfort Red finds with his older brother KJ, played by “Slim Thug,” and his friend Rahjer, he still manages
to make a destructive choice that will change his life and affect the community.
Written by Cess Black and John Wayne S. III, this film is dedicated to children who have suffered from
gun violence. Wayne is also the director on the project and says he doesn’t have a solution, but believes
we need to look at the cause of these crimes as well as the affect. “How are we going to fix a problem if
we don’t know the root cause,” says Wayne. “This movie starts the conversation on looking at the whole
picture and how we can help teenagers before they choose a destructive path.”
Londyn Town Pictures and Clarity Film Partners joined forces to produce this film. They are also in
partnership with the non-profit organization, Fifth Ward Community Redevelopment Corporation and
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church. The hope is that this film will continue to shine a light and bring solutions to
the gun violence that plagues Houston and cities across the country.
For details on filming and interviews, please call Damali Hill at 404-849-2547 or email:
dhill@northcirclepr.com. You can also reach out to Tenecia Brown by phone at 832-337-7537 or email:
teneciabrown@gmail.com .
About Londyn Town Pictures:
Londyn Town Pictures is based in Houston, Texas and was founded in 1994. The company has produced
more than 200 media projects, predominately music videos and commercials. “Red All Over” is the
company’s first venture into filmmaking.
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